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Abstract 
 
Inter-Vehicular Communication is an optimistic technology to enhance road safety. The 
wireless medium often used to exchange vital information. Wi-Fi is also used to share the 
information, but it required an access point hardware to communicate. Wi-Fi Direct enabled 
the device exchange information without a hardware access point. 
Over the last decades, the usage of wireless technology has been increased and 
transformed the way electronic devices interact and communicate. Wi-Fi Direct technology 
provides peer-to-peer communication. So, Wi-Fi is highly applicable for car-to-car 
communication because of its High data rate, range, standard usage. 
Within the framework of this thesis concept of prototyping car-to-car communication 
by using Wi-Fi Direct service in smartphones. Focus here to optimize resource utilization and 
to provide basic functionality within the programming mode. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
Wi-Fi is a wireless technology supported IEEE 802.11 standards, developed with the aim of 
permitting multiple and different network client devices allowing them to connect with other network 
device using a Wi-Fi Access Point (AP). All communication was handled through the AP. 
 Wi-Fi Direct is also known as peer-to-peer Wi-Fi (P2P), the technology that enables Wi-Fi device 
to connect directly without requiring any physical AP [11]. The Device which supports Wi-Fi Direct 
service are not obliged to be on the same network, the device directly establishes P2P Group to 
communicate with peer-to-peer [13][25], shown in figure 1. The device in P2P Group was referred 
as P2P Group Owner (GO) or P2P Clients.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                      Figure 1 : Traditional Wi-Fi network vs Wi-Fi Direct 
 
Wi-Fi Direct Service is a standard specification defined by Wi-Fi Alliance, developed on 
the Wi-Fi Direct technology. There is significant standardized service established by Wi-Fi 
Alliance are Send, Display, Play, and Print. Wi-Fi Direct Service support device to advertise and 
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seeks particular service and get back service information from the other device before establishing a 
connection. 
1.2 Project Scope 
Nowadays the high number of the device supports Wi-Fi Direct since its launch six years ago, 
the usage of this technology increased. Wi-Fi Direct initially developed for the infrastructure-based 
network, in this thesis analysed the effect of using Wi-Fi Direct in Inter-Vehicular Communication. 
1.2.1 Method 
The project is implemented “Wi-Fi Direct Service Prototyping Car-to-Car communication by using 
Android device, covered followed components: 
• Implementation of the flexible group-value message format in service discovery for fast 
information exchange. 
• Furthermore, acknowledge of GPS request with distance information to reduce data transfer 
amount. 
• What are the peculiar characteristics of Wi-Fi Direct and how there are different from the 
other traditional Wi-Fi in WLAN and Ad-Hoc network? 
• How is Wi-Fi Direct Service compared with technologies? 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
 
Chapter 2 presents relative work done in Bluetooth Special Interest Group, Near Field 
Communication and Wi-Fi Alliance in the field of wireless technologies. The section includes the 
description of the different technologies and Wi-Fi Direct comparison. 
Chapter 3 fundamental of Wi-Fi Direct and Wi-Fi Direct Service, Functionalities of Wi-Fi Direct 
and Connection process setup. Description of additional framework component in Wi-Fi Direct 
Service. 
Chapter 4 description of architecture and design prototype and development environment. These 
chapter includes detailed concept and design made. 
Chapter 5 the environment and tools used. The implementation is presented and analysed 
Chapter 6 Results and its description 
Chapter 7 Summarize the element from above chapters and conclusion 
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2.Basics 
 
2.1 Dedicated Short Range Communication 
 
Dedicated short range communication is a high-speed wireless protocol with short range 
that was used for Inter-Vehicular Communication. Dedicates Short Range Communication is used 
to establish the connection between moving vehicles to exchange information in the range of 1 km 
and the maximum speed of 120mph. Dedicated Short Range Communication is built on IEEE 
802.11p standards; it also called as WAVE technology. 
It uses spectrum over the 5.850 to 5.925 GHz frequency range. The frequency is divided 
into seven channels of 10MHz with the data range of 3 to 27 Mbps. The most relevant channel is 
known as a control channel (CCH) is 178. The other service channels (SCH) are 174,180,176,182, 
and 184 that are used to transmit message and safety message continuously. 
 
                                  Figure 2: Band allocation of Dedicated short range communication 
Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) also provides the channels to increase bandwidth 
and data rate. Not only safety application, it provides other application like navigation and also used 
to get on traffic flow information. This section briefly describes the components in the DSRC and 
how it used in road scenario. 
 2.1.1 Dedicated short range communication system components 
 The system consists of Roadside unit (RSU), On Board Unit (OBU) and User Interface (UI).  
2.1.2 Road Side Unit (RSU) 
 The Road Side Unit is a stationary device that placed the side of the road. The primary 
function of RSU is to collect information like current location, traffic information and speed from 
all OBU devices in the range. The RSU takes the information and passes this information to the all 
OBU device in the range.   
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Different RSU input is used to measure required parameters; RSU is to tune to adapt the 
input parameters to communicate with OBU devices. 
2.1.3 On Board Unit 
 The device which placed in the vehicles. The device uses Omni Directional antennae for 
RSU communication. The antennae are placed on the top of the car to get the fair signal. The OBU 
establish a connection with RSU by scanning the invitation message which comes from RSU. After 
established the connection, OBU sends the current location information and speed of the vehicle to 
the RSU. Than RSU receive the information, it processes this information and sends the 
information of this information to all OBU which is available in the range. 
 The OBU has also processed the information and informs the driver if required. User Interface 
does That.  
2.1.4 User Interface 
 The user interface is used to inform about the traffic to the driver. It consists of 
Communication Interface device. It could be add-on display or a mobile phone or display in the car. 
2.1.4 Operation 
 The Basic Safety Message, it contains the location, speed and vehicle information which 
transmitted to the RSU by OBU. RSU broadcast this information to all vehicle within the range. On 
this information, the user interface which is available in the vehicle will calculate the threats and 
alerts the driver if required. 
The development of this device did many years ago and the messages, communication 
protocols, security methods are well defined. However, the cost of the device remained high. The 
implementation of the device in the vehicle was not constant, and the replacement cycle for 
automobiles is slow, it may take more than a decade. 
At the same movement, nearly 75 % of the world population have smartphones with Wi-Fi 
and GPS. The technology of GPS which is available in smartphones is not so good as the 
technology which found in the automotive system. But the new GPS algorithm developed which is 
showing highly accurate position than the previous. The researcher at Vanderbilt University has 
developed an algorithm which showing mean positional relative error around less than 0.25mm 
when the vehicle is moving the high speed. 
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 Smartphone technology progress and is replaced at a much quicker rate than vehicle 
technology, smartphones may doubtless play a restricted interim role in providing crash turning 
away communications between vehicles. Traffic systems developed victimization smartphones may 
even be extended to protecting pedestrians carrying a smartphone and during this role they might be 
a long answer for certain vulnerable road user collision eventualities [3]. 
 The technologies that could use in the smart phone for traffic avoidance are Wi-Fi Direct Service 
and cellular technology like LTE/3G. Cellular technology enforced either using long run Evolution 
(LTE) or Universal Mobile Telecommunication Network (UMTS). Each of those technologies has a 
centralized core server that manages communication.  By this, there's an additional network latency, 
which can be a priority when using them for safety applications. So, the cellular provides better 
coverage. But it is not a great option for implementing traffic avoidance system compare to 
Dedicated short range communication.  
 The biggest problem using DSRC is its hardware. And the usage of hardware and constructing 
system architecture of DSRC add more cost in the vehicle. Wi-Fi Direct is a good technology 
because its eliminates the costly hardware. Wi-Fi Direct is an excellent technology that supports 
Wi-Fi technology by using a software based AP. The basic idea is, by using Wi-Fi Direct need to 
develop the mobile application for the smartphone that would perform exchange of information like 
traffic jam position by using GPS and calculating relate distance between traffic jam position to the 
current user position. In this thesis, the usage of Wi-Fi Direct technology was briefly explained with 
some of the main issues that need to specify to implement Wi-Fi Direct in a smartphone.  
 
2.2 Other wireless technology  
 
 There are different wireless technologies available in the market, which range stretching 
from few centimetres to hundreds of meters. Everyone offers different set throughput, security, 
range, and cost. These make them suitable for the different environment. 
  When it considers mobile devices, the primary three wireless technologies that are used, 
shown in figure 3. Bluetooth, Wireless Fidelity, and Near Field Communication these ae widely 
supported by all mobile devices [16][17]. These technologies are highly applicable when 
investigating on Wi-Fi Direct Services.  
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                                                                       Figure 3:Wireless technologies in mobile phones 
 
 
2.2.1 IEEE 802.11 WLAN 
 
WECA(Wi-Fi Alliance) is a global non-profit organization owned by Wi-Fi trademark, 
founded in 1999. They work to attain the worldwide standard of interoperability and Wi-Fi 
technology through certifications and guidelines as its goal. After their establishment, 18000 
products certified. Wi-Fi defined as any Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) device by Wi-Fi 
Alliance 
 
The implemented the 802.11 standards by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers' (IEEE). In recent years, Wi-Fi Alliance intended toward peer-to-peer solutions after 
their work on WLAN applications as an extension of it. 
 
A WLAN is a wireless network of devices uses Radio Frequency signals to communicate. 
Almost all modern Wi-Fi certifies WLANs devices based on the standard on the IEEE 802.11, which 
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led reason why the WI-FI has become synonymous of IEEE 802.11 WLAN. All wireless devices fall 
in a WLAN in two categories, Access Points, and Stations (Wi-Fi clients): 
 
• Station (STA) 
A device which is IEEE 802.11 supported and used in WLAN Infrastructure 
and Ad-hoc mode are called a station. A station can be a laptop or a desktop 
computer, mobile. 
• Access Point (AP) 
The central device that supports WLAN Infrastructure mode is AP. Here all stations are 
connected to the AP in star topology network, which helps in transporting data between them. AP is 
also a bridging device for its stations to other systems, example: A router allows its clients' as a 
wireless access the Internet by acting as a bridging device. The AP then needs to translate wired 
Ethernet frames to and wireless IEEE 802.11 frames vice versa. AP can give standard 802.11n which 
can offer the speed up to 300-400 Mbit/s within a range up to 300 m. 
 
WLAN (IEEE 802.11) has primary two operation modes; Ad hoc mode and 
Infrastructure mode [4]. However, most WLAN networks today are using the infrastructure 
mode. That is why even talking about traditional Wi-Fi, it understated that it is the Infrastructure 
mode. 
 
 Infrastructure Mode 
 
In this mode network topology will be as a star because all devices connected to the one 
central AP. At all WLAN gives very high throughput but lacked at power consumption. Here AP 
constantly produces the broadcast frames to check for its presence and maintain the connection of 
station even the device disconnected from the link of transmission. Power consumption will depend 
on the throughput capacity of AP device. But usually, it consumes 150mA with a supply voltage of 
15V. AP functionality is suitable for particular devices that always connected to a power source. 
 
 Ad Hoc Mode 
It is a decentralized network which has only stations. Here no AP is handling the network 
control because the control distributed between the stations in the same network. This real that the 
system doesn't rely on the pre-existing infrastructure on AP surrounded. Instead, every station holds 
routing table, the router list to a particular network destination. Data between two 
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End-Points are hopped from one station to another station according to the routing table on 
each device. "links" are used keep the station connected to all the reachable stations, shown 
in figure 4. As known a link can be disconnected or connected at any time, so stations 
should be able to handle a dynamic restructuring in the network. To discover if a 
link or a station has been removed or added, the stations announce its presence (beaconing) and listens 
for announcement broadcast messages from its neighbours. When the network structure has gone 
changed, the affected stations are updated at its routing tables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Figure 4:Ad hoc Network structure. 
 
           The advantage of Ad hoc mode is a peer-to-peer solution that offers mobility and 
flexibility. Compared with the Infrastructure mode, Ad-hoc has no limitation to a physical point 
where the location of each station is not limited to the AP range. But the throughput level in is also 
lower, Wi-Fi devices in Ad-hoc mode have a maximum data transfer rate of 11 Mbit/s. Ad-hoc mode 
is often higher in energy consumption that is because of higher power for higher antenna range [21]. 
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2.2.2 Bluetooth 
 
Bluetooth SIG is the non-profitable organization which was established 1998. 
Bluetooth SIG owns Bluetooth trademark, over time the development of Bluetooth standards, 
and is responsible for licensing Bluetooth trademarks. So companies that are implementing 
Bluetooth technology on products. Today, we have more than 30,000 companies are members 
of the Bluetooth SIG. 
 
Bluetooth offers a short-range communication technology with the direct connection 
between devices. Bluetooth uses 2.4GHz scheme of adaptive frequency-hopping, that is it 
hops from frequency to frequency in a pseudo-random sequence. The network topology 1: N 
connection is made on Bluetooth, where one Master device can connect to more than one 
Slave devices. The network formed is called a Piconet, where the network control on the 
device gets the responsible of Master role. Bluetooth Classic & Bluetooth Low Energy 
 
The Bluetooth technology has divided into two categories: Bluetooth Classic and 
Bluetooth Low Energy. These both aren't compatible, but a device can get implemented them 
both. The main differences between these two types are their different power consumption, 
range, and throughput. Bluetooth Classic designed for continuously streaming of data while 
in connection, but even when there is no data to be transmitted, the connection is maintained 
still. Due to this, Bluetooth Classic is not ideal for some use cases that only require episodic 
or periodic transfer of data in smaller amounts. 
 
In 2010 SIG a new Bluetooth revision of development; Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE). 
The main advantage of BLE it offers low power consumption which makes it possible with a 
tiny coin cell battery to power a small Bluetooth device for a longer period. Table 1 shows a 
comparison between the range, Throughput and Average energy consumption at baseband 
between Bluetooth Classic and BLE. 
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 Bluetooth Low Energy Bluetooth Classic 
   
Range < 100 m < 10 m (Class II) 
Power Consumption 0.024 mA 37.7 mA 
Throughput Up to 1 Mbit/s Up to 2.1 Mbit/s 
   
 
Table 1: Bluetooth Classic and Bluetooth Low Energy specification. 
 
A device with a battery capacity of 230 mAh using BLE can maintain a connection 
time over year’s corresponding (assuming average consumption 0.024 mA) [28]. As shown in 
the above table, BLE is optimal to maintain it a longer Bluetooth connection is the goal. But 
for a constant streaming of data, with Bluetooth Classic is still most efficient because of higher 
throughput. 
 
2.2.3 Near Field Communication 
 
The NFC is a technology developed a collaboration with Sony and Philips in 2002. The 
NFC Forum is a non-profit association formed in 2004, with the mission is to establish and 
promote interoperability for the NFC technology standards [29]. 
 
NFC is a wireless technology of communication over short-ranged between the 
devices. The range of transmission is only approximately a few centimetres, and 
communication initiated when two NFC devices are held next to each other immediately, a 
motion called "One-Touch" or "tapping." 
 
NFC operates at 13.56MHz band, the same frequency it shows in Radio-Frequency 
Identification (RFID), and supports a maximum throughput up to 424 Kbit/s[30]. 
NFC modes are of two kinds, active and passive. The active ones can often be seen on the 
mobile device, and can read and write the data with a power consumption of 15 mA. The 
passive ones, known as NFC Tag which is underpowered and can only be used to store data. 
This typical integration in access cards, where the NFC tag information contains access 
information. Lately, integrated NFC has become a favourite feature in more consumer 
electronic devices and majority of all new mobile devices offer NFC support now. In many 
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cases, NFC is conjugated with another wireless technology, for example, Bluetooth. 
 
NFC Handover helps to allow two devices to establish the Bluetooth 
connection simply just by holding the devices together. It allows a user to skip the step 
so that devices search for the nearby area of compatible Bluetooth devices. 2.4 Where 
Wi-Fi Direct comes in Wi-Fi Direct is a peer-to-peer connection as a solution 
developed by Wi-Fi Alliance that supports the standards of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ . The 
topology 1: N in a P2P Group, where one Go connected to multiple clients. It is similar 
to the WLAN topology, but no client-client communication through the GO. Wi-Fi 
Direct is also different from Ad hoc even they are peer-to-peer solutions because their 
network structures are different completely[31]. 
 
The Wi-Fi Direct certification was launched in October 2010 by Wi-Fi Alliance. The 
reason for the certification is to ensure that all Wi-Fi Direct devices requirements have to be 
met with interoperability, security, and reliability. Wi-Fi Direct is backward compatible with 
Wi-Fi certified devices. As Wi-Fi Direct is using the same IEEE 802.11 standards basically 
like a traditional Wi-Fi, it can be operated up to 200 m distance and reach data the transfer 
speeds up to 250 Mbit/s [17]. As of today, there are more than 5000 Wi-Fi Direct certified 
consumer electronic products, ranging from tablets to televisions, smartphones and gaming 
devices [18]. Wi-Fi Direct has become a mandatory feature for all upcoming Android devices 
starting with version 4.0x Ice Cream Sandwich. The first smartphone certification was passed 
in Samsung Galaxy S. 
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3.State of Art 
3.1 Wi-Fi Direct Architectural Overview 
 
3.1.1 Peer-to- Peer Components: 
 The Peer-to- Peer architecture consist of different components that support device to 
device communication are P2P Device, P2P Group Owner, P2P Client 
The P2P Device supports P2P Client and P2P Group both roles and these devices are 
capable for Negotiates for their roles. It also supports WSC and Peer-to-Peer concurrent 
operation. P2P Group Owner act as an AP and provides services and BSS for connected clients. 
It provides service like WSC Internal Registrar and supports communication between clients 
and provide access to WLAN connection for clients.P2P client perform non-AP functionality. 
3.1.2 P2P Topology 
 The P2P Topology support 1: n connection means one group owner connects with multiple 
clients these type of setup is called P2P Group. And it also supports 1:1 connection where one 
client connects with single Group Owner, as shown in Figure 5  
         
                                         Figure 5:1:1 connection and 1: n connections 
3.1.3 Concurrent operation 
 The peer to peer device can be operating concurrently with infrastructure network 
(WLAN). Such device is called Peer-to-Peer Concurrent Device. This operation needs multiple 
MAC entities supporting device. In the below figure 6 shows the concurrent device has one 
MAC entity using WLAN-STA and other MAC entity using P2P device. The two MAC 
functionality can use via two different physical MAC entities [18]. 
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                     Figure 6:Peer-to-Peer Concurrent device 
The P2P group operates the same and different channels and operate class as concurrently 
operating. Example, the WLAN BSS may use the channel 36 in 5.6 GHz bands, and P2P group 
may use channel 6 in 2.4 GHz bands. So, these specification does not block a P2P device to 
operate more than one group simultaneously. Development of multiple MAC functionality is 
out of the scope for this thesis.  
3.1.4 Service and Function 
 
3.1.4.1 Basic service and function 
 The all STA service and functions to pass the WFA Certification to develop in P2P device. 
The WFA certification for at least 802.11g that includes WPA2 and Wi-Fi Protected Setup and 
Multimedia [14]. The specification required for any AP type services and function to P2P 
Group Owner are, the P2P device should not use 11b rates for data exchange except for Probe 
Request frame to both non-P2P Device and P2P Device [18].  
3.1.4.2 P2P specific service and functions 
 In addition to Section 3.1.4.1, it also supports following features.   
P2P Discovery: It provides the functionality which supports the device to find quickly and 
easily identify other device and connect to it. 
P2P Group Operation provides infrastructure BSS which specified in IEEE standards 802.11-
2012[18]. 
P2P Power Management provides the functionality that reduces power consumption. 
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3.1.4.3 Peer-to-Peer Device addressing 
The Peer to Peer Device Address of a P2P Device might be its universally managed MAC 
Address or its globally regulated MAC address with the locally administered set. The P2P 
Device Address might utilize as the receiver address (RA) for all frame sent to a P2P Device 
at P2P Discovery, with the sole particular case of using a full receiver address as a part of a 
Probe Request. The P2P Device Address should utilize as the transmitter address (TA) for all 
frame sent by a P2P Device at P2P Discovery phase. 
A P2P Device will accept the role of P2P Group Owner or P2P Client when in a P2P Group. 
The P2P Device is a different entity from the P2P Client or P2P Group Owner so has its 
addressing mechanism. The P2P Device should appoint a P2P Interface Address, relating to 
the format in IEEE Standards 802.11-2012, which is utilized to communicate with the P2P 
Group Owner or Clients inside a P2P Group. A P2P Interface Address is not needed to be 
globally unique and might be local administered. A P2P Interface Address might be the same 
as the P2P Device Address gave the necessities to P2P Interface Address in this statement are 
fulfilled. A P2P Device might utilize its P2P Interface Address as the transmitter address (TA) 
for all frame sent inside a P2P Group. A P2P Device should use the P2P Interface Address of 
the recipient P2P Device as the receiver address (RA) for all frames sent by a P2P Group[18]. 
A P2P Device might just utilize a P2P Interface Address for communicating in a P2P 
Group. All other communication between P2P Devices might use the P2P Device Address. 
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3.2 Functional Description 
 
3.2.1 Peer to Peer Discovery 
 
3.2.1.1 Introduction 
 The Peer to Peer Discovery phase is used to find Peer to Peer device which is available 
in the range. The P2P Discovery phase consists of principal components. 
Device Discovery: In the phase, the P2P device comes to common channel and exchanges the 
information like device type and device name. 
Service Discovery: These are an optional that allows the P2P device to find higher-layer 
services to form a connection. 
Group Formation: This phase is used to locate the group owner based on the intent value. Based 
on the intent value it is determined which device act as the group owner and other as clients. 
P2P Invitation: Is used to invite Peer to Peer device to join the existing group in the range. 
 
3.2.1.2 Device Discovery 
 
Basic of Device Discovery 
In these Peer to Peer Device determine to find another device quickly to which 
connection should attempt. In these band, they exchange device information done by using 
Probe Request and Probe Response. The device discovery phase consists of two main steps 
which are Scan and Find. 
The Probe Request frames sent should not be respond by any P2P device unless it is 
P2P Group owner or it is in Listen state 
If Peer to Peer device connected with infrastructure AP on the same channel which 
Probe Request sent. In these case, P2P device can respond that is not a member of P2P group. 
The P2P Client which support Peer-to-Peer services with Service Advertiser has Service Hash 
valve in the probe request, the operated channel of the Peer-to-Peer group that client connected 
The Peer-to-Peer device should not send Beacon frame unless it is Peer-to-Peer group [18]. 
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Listen Phase 
 A Peer to Peer Device that is not in a P2P Group may utilize the Listen State to 
wind up discoverable. In the Listen State, a P2P Device harps on a given channel termed the 
Listen Channel. The channel looked over the list of Social Channels. Channels 1, 6, and 11 in 
the 2.4 GHz band should utilized as the Social Channels. The Listen Channel should be picked 
at the start of the In-band Device Discovery and might continue as before until P2P Discovery 
finishes. 
A P2P Device in the Listen State might just answer to Probe Request Frames that 
contain the P2P IE, the P2P Wildcard SSID component, a Wildcard BSSID, and a Destination 
Address that is either the broadcast location or its P2P Device Address. On the off chance that 
one or more Requested Device Type traits are available in the WSC IE in the Request Frame. 
The Peer to Peer Device in the Listen State might just react with a Response frame if it has a 
Primary and Secondary Device Type esteem indistinguishable to any of the Requested Device 
Type values. If Device ID property is available in the P2P IE in the Probe Request Frame, the 
P2P Device in the Listen State should just react with a Probe Response frame if its Device 
Address coordinates that in the Device Address field in the Device ID attribute [18]. 
If there is more than one Peer to Peer IEs and the WSC IE should be embedded after 
other information elements in the Probe Response frame transmitted by P2P Device. The 
consideration of the WSC IE in the Probe Response frame sent by a P2P Device permits it to 
the readable device. The WSC IE should contain the required properties for an AP/Registrar. 
The Password device ID might be a required attribute if the Credentials are accessible and 
prepared for immediate use. 
A P2P Device in the Listen State might set the Source Address (SA) and BSSID to its 
P2P Device Address and should set the SSID to P2P Wildcard SSID in Probe Response frame 
that sends. The P2P Device should set the ESS bit of the Capabilities field in the Probe 
Response to 0 and IBSS bit to 0. 
 The P2P Device in the Find Phase should stay in the Listen State for the time frames 
characterized in the Find Phase and might always be accessible inside those time periods. At 
the point when not in Find Phase a P2P Device may stay in the Listen State for an expanded 
timeframe. Any interference in accessibility, for instance, to scan or utilize power save 
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components as characterized in IEEE Standard 802.11-2012, may result in unreliable 
discovery. A P2P Device ought to be accessible in the Listen State for no less than a contiguous 
period of 500ms each 5s to find other P2P Devices. A P2P Device support re-connection of a 
Persistent P2P Group in which case it might need to adjust this timing 
Scan Phase 
The Scan Phase utilizes the scanning process characterized as a part of IEEE Std 
802.11-2012 [1]. It might be used by a P2P Device to discover P2P Devices or P2P Groups and 
to find the best potential Operating Channel to set up a P2P Group. In the Scan Phase, gather 
device information of surrounding device. The P2P Device in the Scan Phase might not reply 
to Probe Request frames.   
A P2P Device might simultaneously scan for P2P Groups. The WSC IE might include 
into all Probe Request frame, with Device Password ID, Device Name, and Primary Device 
Type as required properties. A P2P Device that utilizes the Pushbutton design technique should 
show when it active PBC mode by the setting the Device Password-ID value to Pushbutton. A 
P2P Device should send a Probe Request frame consists of P2P IE and the Wildcard SSID to 
evoke Probe Response frame from both legacy systems and P2P Group Owners. Consideration 
of the P2P IE in the Probe Request frame is required to empower the Peer to Peer Group Owner 
to include the Peer to Peer Group Info attribute in the Probe Response frame. Peer to Peer 
Clients should not answer to Probe Request frame so they must found by the Probe Response 
frame from the Peer to Peer Group Owner containing the P2P Group Info attribute [18]. 
A P2P Device may constrain its Scan to P2P Devices and Groups. A Probe Request 
frame proposed just for P2P Devices might include the P2P IE and should have the SSID 
component set to the P2P Wildcard SSID. 
The P2P device may limit its scan for the only specific device or to the device type that 
includes the WSC IE with more requested type device attribute in the Request frame. The 
request type device attribute as a similar format as the primary type device in WSC 
specification. The P2P device includes P2P IE and P2P Device ID in the probe request frame. 
This mechanism provides for scanning for specific P2P device. 
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Find Phase: 
The Find Phase is utilized to guarantee that two P2P Devices comes on a standard channel to 
enable communication. The accomplished by cycling between states where the P2P Device 
attends to a fixed channel for Probe Request frames or sends Probe Request frame on a set 
rundown of channels (the Search State). The convergence of two devices on the same channel 
helped by randomizing the time spent in every cycle of the Listen State. Time to join minimized 
by constraining the list of channels to a little set known as the Social (Channels 1, 6, and 11 in 
the 2.4 GHz). In this Phase, a P2P Device should substitute between the Listen and Search 
states as determined below.  
The term of each Listen State inside the Find Phase should be a random number of 100 TU 
Intervals. This random number should be no more than the maxDiscoverableInterval value and 
on less than minDiscoverableInterval. The per defined values for minDiscoverableInterval and 
maxDiscoverableInterval are 1 and 3[18]. The irregular in the time spent in the Listen state is 
to stay away from a situation where two P2P Devices in the Find Phase are in lock-step, and 
they will never locate each other. While in the Listen State inside the Find Phase a P2P Device 
might be continually accessible on the Listen Channel.   
P2P Devices in the Search State should transmit one or more Probe Request frames on each of 
the Social Channels. The Probe Request frames transmitted by P2P Devices in the Search State 
should include the P2P IE and WSC IE, Primary Device Type, Device Name, and Device 
Password ID as required traits. Auxiliary Device Type List should be an optional attribute. A 
P2P Device that utilizations PushButton configuration technique might show when it is in 
active PBC mode. That is, during the 120 second walk time after the client has pressed the push 
button) by setting the Device Password ID to PushButton.  
The Request probe frame sent by P2P device in the Search State may include both or at least 
one of the following 
1.Requested Device Type characteristic in the WSC IE. This feature has the same format as 
the Primary Device Type in the WSC specification. 
2. P2P Device ID feature in the P2P IE. 
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If two Peer-to-Peer device in discovery phase 
A Peer to Peer Device in the Scan Phase may find a P2P Device in the Listen State. The Find 
Phase is utilized to guarantee that two P2P Devices that are both In-band Device Discovery 
phase arrive on the same channel to exchange the information. The P2P Device wishes to 
connect it might do one of the following: 
1.Initiate Group Owner Negotiation to form an another P2P Group.  
2.Send a P2P Invitation Request to request that a formerly established Persistent P2P Group, 
on which one of the P2P Devices is the P2P Group Owner  
Send a P2P Invitation Request to request that the objective P2P Device joins a P2P Group of 
which the looking P2P Device is the P2P Group Owner or a P2P Client. 
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                                              Figure 7:Device discovery procedure for peer-to-peer device 
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3.2.1.3 Service Discovery 
 
The Service Discovery method is an extra frame exchange that might done at any time 
to any discovered Peer-to-Peer Device, for example, the following a Device Discovery phase 
procedure before group formation. This procedure could be utilized to resolve compatibility 
information on the services provided by a P2P Device. This protocol is flexible and extensible 
flexible so that it enables different higher layer service protocol types.  
 
The Service Discovery phase procedure advantage the Generic Advertisement Service 
(GAS) frame exchange as specified in IEEE Standard 802.11-2012. The Service Discovery 
phase system utilizes GAS with a vendor specific body with unicast public action frames. It 
may be a one or more GAS Initial Request and Response action frame information exchange. 
The requesting Peer-to-Peer Device transfer single or multiple GAS Initial Request frames. 
The target P2P Device that backing Service Discovery responds with one or more Initial 
Response frames. It accepted that service information is readily available within a P2P Device 
supporting Service Discovery phase, and the Initial Response frame should have returned 
without any delay after receiving an Initial Request [18]. 
 
The Service Discovery procedure can be utilized to get. The list of all services offered 
by a Peer to Peer Device and information about a single service and multiple services provided 
by a Peer to Peer Device.  
 
The requested information could be for a single service protocol type field, for multiple 
service protocol types, for all the service protocol type that supported by a P2P Device. 
 
Service Discovery Query  
 
The Service, Discovery Query frame, utilizes the GAS Initial Request frame as 
specified in IEEE Standard 802.11-2012. 
 
The Service Discovery Query frame should support different query types, which may change 
the content of the fields in the Vendor-Specific field.  
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The list of all services of all higher layer (above Layer 2) service protocol, the Service 
Discovery Query frame should include a single Service Request with a Query Data length of 0 
and the Service Protocol Type field to 0. The Service Transaction ID is included in all Service 
Request and Response and is utilized to match the response. 
The list of all services of a specific higher layer service protocol type, the Service 
Discovery Query frame should include a single Service Request TLV with the Service Protocol 
Type set to one of the non-zero value and a Query Data length of 0. 
  
Service Discovery response 
 The Response frame in these phase uses the GAS response frame which specified in 
IEEE standard 802.11-2012. From then the Response, frame supports many query type. The 
Vendor specification content may be containing different fields. The Transaction ID included 
all response TLV and service request and used to identify the response to the query. 
 If the Discovery service query frame is for all higher layer service prototype and all service, 
the response frame might contain multiple service frame TLVs. And every service response 
should contain service prototype like UPnp field set to non-zero value. The Transaction ID is 
set to a corresponding value to the Transaction ID in the Request TLV. The status code of each 
returned TLV is set to service available value 0 [18]. The service information is contained in 
the Response data field. The Response data should provide service data and information service 
type to the service protocol type. If there is no service is available, the service response TLV 
return with value 0, the status code is set to the error code and null value in the response field.  
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                                       Figure 8:The exchange of Service discovery frames 
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3.2.1.3 Group Formation 
 
 The Group Formation started by P2P device by becoming P2P Group Owner. The 
Group formation procedure should be used to form the group. The Group formation procedure 
is used to determine which device should be group device of the P2P Group and its 
characteristics like whether it should be Temporary P2P group or Persistent P2P Group. The 
Group formation consist of Group Negotiation and service provisioning. 
 The Device Discovery and Service Discovery is to determine the intended which P2P Device 
might attempt to connect. The device selection based on the information e.g.: Name of the 
Device. The Peer-to-Peer Device should try to create the unique P2P Device Name and the user 
interface to select the correct device, but in some cases the device selection is non-
deterministic. The Group formation utilities authentication which is provided by the Wi-Fi 
Configuration to the connection of the correct device. Group Formation might need to execute 
many times with different P2P device to resolve the situation of multiple devices with the same 
Name [4].  
Group Formation have a phase called Provisioning that utilizations Wi-Fi Simple 
Configuration. Wi-Fi Simple Configuration might take nearly two minutes to complete, for 
waiting for user input. The Group Formation may execute multiple times; such a delay is cannot 
acceptable. A P2P Device should obtain information need to run Provisioning in advance, 
which includes information like PIN. A P2P Device should not take more than fifteen seconds 
to finish Group Formation. 
 
The P2P Device can utilize the information supplied in the WSC Configuration 
Methods, got in a Probe Response, to determine the required information to retrieve from the 
user e.g. PIN, etc. A P2P Device can send a Provision Request with a single set method in the 
Configuration with the purpose of activating some required action at the receiving P2P Device 
[18] e.g.  reception of the frame a display device can display the required PIN. The Provision 
Discovery Request frame should have a single method set in the Configuration Methods to 
indicate which of the receiving P2P Device's methods the sending Peer-to-Peer Device intends 
to use. For example, it should set the ‘Display' mode if it wants to use a PIN the receiver should 
show. A P2P Device should respond to a received Provision Discovery Request frame with a 
Provision Response frame. The Configuration Methods attribute in the Provision Discovery 
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Response frame can have the single method set as in the received Provision Request frame to 
indicate success or should be null to indicate failure [7][8] 
   
The below table summarizes the valid WSC Methods attribute settings in the Provision 
Discovery exchange and the ‘matching’ WSC Device Password ID values to be utilized in 
Provisioning. 
The Peer to Peer Group Owner regularly is the WSC Registrar and the selects the PIN from the 
one of two display P2P Client or P2P Group Owner. The Device Password ID attribute in the 
WSC M1/M2 messages shown in below table.  
 
 
                                      Figure 9: WSC Configure Methods and Device Password 
 
When a Peer to Peer Device discovers another P2P Device ready to connect, it may 
start the Group Formation Procedure. A P2P Device should conduct the Group Formation 
Procedure with P2P Device. The Group Formation Procedure should complete before entering 
the Group Formation Procedure with P2P Device [18]. A P2P Device which is already in Group 
Formation, and receives a GO Negotiation Request frame from a device with which is not in 
the Group Formation, should respond with a GO Negotiation Response frame announce failure. 
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Before to beginning the Group Formation Procedure, the P2P Device should arrive on 
a common channel with the target Peer to Peer Device. The Find Phase in In-band Device 
Discovery or Out-of-Band Device Discovery might use for this objective [10]. In the previous 
case, the Peer to Peer Device only needs to scan the Listen Channel of the target Peer to Peer 
Device, as opposed to all of the Social Channels. The utilization of the Find Phase is to recover 
from the case where the two Peer to Peer Devices may together move to the Listen Channel of 
the other device and thus may miss each other’s Probe Requests. A Peer to Peer Device might 
start Group Owner Negotiation by sending a Request frame when receiving a Probe Request 
frame from the other Peer to Peer Device.  
When the Peer to Peer Devices comes on a shared channel and begin Group Owner 
Negotiation, they should stay on that channel until GO Negotiation completes. Group 
Formation starts with the Group Owner Negotiation and finishes with Provisioning. 
 Group Owner Negotiation  
 
Group Owner Negotiation was a three-way frame exchange used to become P2P Group 
Owner and to agree on responsibilities of the P2P Group, as in below figure. The details of 
those three frames described in the following sections. 
 
                                              Figure 10:GO Negotiation message 
A P2P Device may not respond to the Group Owner Negotiation frame due to its 
reasons beyond the capacity of this specification. The Peer to Peer Device that sent the GO 
Negotiation frame should assume that GO Negotiation failed and is complete if it not receives 
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any next frame in the exchange until 100 milliseconds of receiving an acknowledgment frame. 
Either Peer to Peer Device might initiate Group Formation between these same Peer to Peer 
Devices again after some time. 
After starting of Group Owner Negotiation, the exchange of Group Owner Intent 
attributes to communicate for desired P2P Group Owner. If the Peer to Peer Device must be 
the Peer to Peer Group Owner, the Intent field in the Group Owner Intent attribute should be 
set to 15. The Group Owner Intent attribute shall only be set to 15 when a configuration or 
service will only operate correctly at a Peer to Peer Group Owner; for instance, a Peer to Peer 
Device that is offering cross connection should set its Intent value to 15.  
If the two devices are same in a first GO Negotiation Request frame should be set to 0 or 1 
randomly, like that both values occur equally on average. On subsequent Group Owner 
Negotiation Request frames except retransmissions, the Tiebreaker bit should be toggled. The 
Tiebreaker bit in a Group Owner Negotiation Response frame should toggle from the 
corresponding Group Owner Negotiation Request frame.  
If the Intent values in the Group Owner Negotiation Request, and Response frames are equal 
and less than 15, then the device will send the Tie breaker bit equal to 1 becomes the Group 
Owner.  
 
 
                                               Figure 11:Group Owner determination. 
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 Group Owner Negotiation Request 
 
A Peer to Peer Device should initiate GO Negotiation by sending the Group Owner Negotiation 
Request frame. The Group Owner Negotiation Request frame should include a P2P IE with the 
Peer to Peer Capability, Peer to Peer Device Info, Channel List, Operating Channel, Listen 
Channel, Group Owner Intent, Configuration Timeout and Intended Peer to Peer Interface 
Address attributes and a WSC IE with the Device Password ID attribute. 
The Group Capability Bitmap field in the Peer to Peer Capability attribute indicates the 
characteristics of the Peer to Peer Group to be formed if the Peer to Peer Device sending the 
Group Owner Negotiation request becomes GO.  
 
The Channel List attribute should indicate the channels that the Peer to Peer Device could 
support as Operating Channel of the Peer to Peer Group if it becomes Peer to Peer GO. The 
Operating Channel attribute consists of a preferred Operating Channel.  
 
The Configuration Timeout attribute consists of the maximum time that the Peer to Peer Device 
needs after completion of GO Negotiation to be available to start Provisioning. The Intended 
Peer to Peer Interface Address attribute contains the Peer to Peer Interface Address that the 
Peer to Peer Device should use during Provisioning if GO Negotiation succeeds.  
 
 GO Negotiation Response  
The Peer to Peer Device receiving a Group Owner Negotiation Request frame should examine 
the received information and respond with a Group Owner Negotiation Response frame.  
 
The Peer to Peer Device should indicate its intent to enter Group Formation by sending 
a Group Owner Negotiation Response frame that shows a Status of Success. The Group Owner 
Negotiation Response frame should include a P2P IE with the P2P Capability, Status, P2P 
Device Info, Channel List, Group Owner Intent, Operating Channel, Configuration Timeout 
and Intended Peer to Peer Interface Address attributes and a WSC IE with the Device Password 
ID attribute [18].  
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 GO Negotiation Confirmation 
The Group Owner Negotiation Response frame with the Status Code showing Success, 
the Peer to Peer Device should examine the received information, and respond with a Group 
Owner Negotiation Confirmation frame. The Status attribute consists of the Group Owner 
Negotiation Confirmation frame should indicate whether the Group Owner Negotiation 
succeeds or fails. It may fail for any other reason; typical reasons might be a lack of commonly 
available channel, incompatible parameters related to the settings in the Group Capability 
Bitmap field of the Peer to Peer Capability attribute, etc.  
 
If Status is Success, the interpretation of fields in the Group Owner Negotiation 
Confirmation frame depends on whether the Peer to Peer Device that sent the frame will 
become Peer to Peer Group Owner on the successful finish of Group Formation. 
3.3 Peer to Peer Group operation 
 
The Peer to Peer Group operation closely resembles infrastructure BSS operation as 
defined in IEEE Std 802.11-2012 [1] with the Peer to Peer Group Owner assuming the role of 
the AP and the Peer to Peer Client assuming the role of the STA. The similarities and 
differences between infrastructure BSS and P2P Group operation described in this section.  
 
3.3.1 Peer to Peer Group ID 
 
The Peer to Peer Group Owner should assign a globally unique Peer to Peer Group ID 
for each Peer to Peer Group. when the Peer to Peer Group formed, and this will remain the 
same for the lifetime of that Peer to Peer Group. The format of the Peer to Peer Group ID 
attribute. 
  
The Peer to Peer Group ID contains the globally unique Peer to Peer Device Address of the 
Peer to Peer Group Owner which assures that different Peer to Peer Devices creates different 
Peer to Peer Groups from each other. A Peer to Peer Group Owner shall give the Credentials 
that are required to join the Peer to Peer Group. The Credentials should be fresh for each P2P 
Group formed. The Credentials for a Peer to Peer Group issued to a P2P Device should:   
• Use WPA2-PSK for Authentication Type. 
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• Use AES for Encryption Type. 
• Use the Network Key Type of 64 Hex characters. 
• Use a different SSID for each group to assure that all Peer to Peer Groups is unique. 
 
A P2P Group Owner shall maintain a WPA2-PSK passphrase for delivery to Legacy 
Clients. It might be delivered using WSC, or in the case of a Legacy Client that doesn´t support 
WSC, using this specification whose scope is outside. The PSK derived from the passphrase 
and SSID. The WPA2-PSK passphrase should consists of at least eight ASCII characters 
randomly picked with a uniform distribution from the following character set:  lower case 
letters, upper case letters and numbers. 
Each SSID will begin with the ASCII characters "DIRECT- ". This SSID requirement might 
enable users of Legacy Clients to differentiate between the Peer to Peer Group and an 
infrastructure network [18]. Following "DIRECT- "the SSID should contain two ASCII 
characters "xy", which randomly picked for the uniform distribution from the following 
character set: lower case letters, upper case letters and numbers. This SSID requirement makes 
the probability low that a Legacy Client encounters two Peer to Peer Groups with the same 
SSID and by wrongly attempt to shift between them. Any byte values allowed for an SSID 
might include the string "DIRECT-by”.  
 
3.3.2 Starting and maintaining a Peer to Peer Group session 
 
The Peer to Peer Group Owner may determine by the Group Formation Procedure the 
P2P Group Owner may be set by the configuration, for example when connecting to a Legacy 
Client or when the cross connection is provided, etc. The P2P Group Owner will assign a Peer 
to Peer Interface Address that it should utilize as its BSSID and MAC address for the duration 
of P2P Group session. The P2P Group Owner shall select an Operating Channel, following any 
procedures required to operate in a particular frequency band in a certain regulatory domain 
[18]. On that Operating Channel, the Peer to Peer Group Owner will transmit the probe 
responses in response to probe requests, and it will also transmit beacons advertising the TSF 
(for timing synchronization), sufficient operational parameters, supported capabilities, 
membership, and services available within the P2P Group. 
A P2P Group Owner will respond to Probe Request frames following the rules in IEEE Std 
802.11-2012, with the following modifications:  
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• The Peer to Peer Wildcard SSID will be treated as same as the Wildcard SSID for 
deciding to transmit a response. 
• When a P2P Group Owner responds to the Probe Request frame containing the P2P IE, 
it will include the P2P Group Info attributes in the P2P IE in Probe Response frame. 
The P2P Information Elements (IE) contains the P2P Group Info attribute unless there 
are zero elements connected to P2P Clients. A P2P Group Owner will not include the 
P2P IE in the Probe Response frame (PRF) if the particular Probe Request frame does 
not contain a P2P IE. 
• If One or more Requested Device Type attributes exist in the Probe Request frame 
(PRF), a P2P Group Owner shall only respond to the Probe Response frame if it has 
one or more Primary or Secondary Device Type values, which are similar to any of the 
Requested Device Type values. If it is connected to the Peer to Peer Client with one or 
more Primary or Secondary Device Type values similar to any of the Requested Device 
Type values. The P2P Group Owner may filter the P2P Group Information returned in 
the Probe Response frame (PRF) to include only devices with matching Primary or 
Secondary Device Type values.  
• If the Device ID attribute is present in the P2P IE in a Probe Request frame (PRF), a 
P2P Group Owner shall only respond to the Response frame if its Device Address or 
the Device Address of a connected Peer to Peer Client matches to the Device Address 
field in the Device ID attribute. 
 
In all the Probe Responses that it sends, a Peer to Peer Group Owner should set the SSID 
to the group, and should set the SA and BSSID to the Peer to Peer Interface Address. 
A Peer to Peer Group Owner shall set the Extended Service Set (ESS) subfield to 1 and 
Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS) subfield to 0 in the Capability Information field of 
Beacon and Response frames (PRF) that it sends. A Peer to Peer Device should indicate that it 
is a Peer to Peer Group Owner by setting the Group Owner (GO) field of the Peer to Peer 
Capability attribute to 1 in transmitted Beacon and Response frames (PRF) [18]. The Peer to 
Peer Group Limit field in the Peer to Peer Capability attribute will set to 0 to indicate that 
additional Peer to Peer connections is supported in this Peer to Peer Group, and set to 1 if there 
are no further Peer to Peer connections supported. A Peer to Peer Group Owner shall be able 
to support a minimum of one Client. 
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A P2P Device will include the WSC IE in all transmitted Beacon, Probe Request, and 
Probe Response frames. The Primary Device Type and Device Name are particular required 
attributes in the WSC IE. The Secondary Device Type List is an optional attribute in the WSC 
IE. The inclusion of the WSC Information Elements (IE) in the Probe Response frame (PRF) 
sent by a P2P Device allows it to advertise the human-readable device-specific information. It 
should note that this information openly announced. 
A Client owns the Group Credentials through static configuration or Wi-Fi Simple 
Configuration [2]. When using Wi-Fi Simple Configuration [2], the P2P Group Owner shall 
serve as the WSC Registrar and the Client shall be utilized as the WSC Enrolee. 
A P2P Group Owner shall confirm to the relevant sections of IEEE Std 802.11-2012 when 
operating at 5GHz. A P2P Group Owner (GO) that desires to change the Operating Channel 
during a P2P Group session will use the Extended Channel Switch Announcement as defined 
in IEEE Std 802.11-2012 to inform P2P Clients.  
 
3.3.3 Connecting to a Peer to Peer Group 
 
A P2P Device notices a P2P Group or another P2P Device using the Device Discovery 
procedure.  
Before the connection of the P2P Group, the P2P Device shall assign a P2P Interface 
Address that shall use it as the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the P2P Client for the 
duration of the Peer to Peer Group session. When a Peer to Peer Device joins the existing P2P 
Group that it has not stored a status. It should send a Provision Discovery Request frame with 
a single method set in the Config Methods attribute to show the desire to enroll in the network, 
except when NFC Negotiated or Static Handover is in use.  
The Provision Discovery Request frame will be sent to the P2P Device Address of the P2P 
Group Owner (GO) and on the operating channel of the P2P Group. The Peer to Peer (P2P) 
Group Owner (GO) might use the frame as a trigger that a device wants to enroll. A Peer to 
Peer (P2P) Group Owner will respond to a received Provision Discovery Request(PDR) frame 
with a Provision Discovery Response(PDR) frame. The Config Methods attribute in the 
Provision Discovery Response frame will have the same method set as in the received Request 
frame to indicate the success or shall be null to indicate the failure. The Peer to Peer Client that 
sent the Provision Discovery Request frame will assume that process will failed, if it does not 
receive a Provision Discovery Response frame within hundred milliseconds of issuing the 
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Provision Discovery Request frame [18]. A Peer to Peer Client may proceed regardless of the 
status of the Provision Discovery Response status.   
 
The P2P Client owns the Group Credentials through static configuration or Wi-Fi 
Configuration. When using Wi-Fi Simple Configuration [2], the P2P Group Owner will serve 
as the WSC Registrar and the P2P Client will be utilized as the WSC Enrollee. To connect to 
a P2P Group, the P2P Client, using the Credentials, shall engage in the authentication procedure 
and the association process with the P2P Group Owner. 
 
A P2P Client will not attempt to connect to a Peer to Peer Group that has the Group 
Formation bit in the Peer to Peer Group Capability Bitmap of the Peer to Peer Capability 
attribute set to 1 unless it is in Group Formation with that Peer to Peer Device. 
 
When a Peer to Peer Client connected with a Peer to Peer Group Owner, it provides its 
Primary Device Type, Device Name, and optionally Secondary Device Type information to 
the Peer to Peer Group Owner by adding the Peer to Peer Device. Info attribute and the Peer to 
Peer Capability attribute in the P2P IE in the Association Request frame. This information will 
be utilized by the Peer to Peer Group Owner for Group Information Advertisement. 
When using PIN-based WSC, the selected PIN is indicated using Device Password ID attribute 
in the (Wi-Fi Simple Configuration) WSC M1/M2 messages. 
 
3.3.4 Peer to Peer Group Owner services for P2P Client discovery   
 
Group Information Advertisement yield a mechanism to discover a P2P Device that is 
a P2P Client in an existing P2P Group. A Peer to Peer Group Owner shall advertise the device 
information of the P2P Clients currently connected to the Peer to Peer Group by aggregating 
the P2P Group Info attribute in Probe Response frames according to the rules above. The P2P 
Group Owner will include a P2P Client Info Descriptor in the P2P Group Info attributes for 
each P2P Client that connected to the P2P Group. Once the P2P Group Owner concludes that 
a P2P Client has left the P2P Group, the P2P Client Info Descriptor for that Client will remove 
from the Peer to Peer Group Info attribute. The Peer to Peer Group Owner should not include 
a P2P Group Info attribute if nothing connected to P2P Clients. 
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A searching Peer to Peer Device might send a Device Discoverability Request frame to 
a Peer to Peer Group Owner to request a P2P Client that supports Peer to Peer Client 
Discoverability to become accessible for the exchange of discovery information, or initiation 
of Group Formation. On the reception of a Device Discoverability Request frame with a P2P 
Device ID attribute that contains the Peer to Peer Device Address of a P2P Client in the P2P 
Group, a P2P Group Owner will send a GO Discoverability Request frame to the P2P Client. 
Delivery of the Group Owner Discoverability Request frame may be delayed due to the P2P 
Client using Power save procedures. A P2P Client should be regularly available for at least a 
100 TU after receiving a GO Discoverability Request frame or until the communication 
searching for the P2P Device completes. On successful delivery of the Group Owner 
Discoverability Request frame, the P2P Group Owner will send the searching Peer to Peer 
Device a Device Discoverability Response frame indicates success in the status code. If the 
Peer to Peer Group Owner cannot deliver a Group Owner Discoverability Request frame to the 
target Peer to Peer Device, it shall send the searching P2P Device, a Device Discoverability 
Response (DDR) frame with the Status attribute indicates fail in the Status Code. 
A P2P Client that joins to a P2P Group Owner shows support for Peer to Peer Client 
Discovery using the Peer to Peer Client Discovery bit in the Peer to Peer Capability attribute 
in the Association Request frame. If the Peer to Peer Client supports P2P Client Discovery, the 
P2P Client will set the P2P Client Discovery bit to 1. Otherwise, it will set to 0. The P2P Client 
may indicate transform support for P2P Client Discovery in a subsequent (Re)Association 
Request frame. 
 
A searching P2P Device can conclude that a P2P Client does not support P2P Client 
Discovery since the P2P Group Owner aggregates the Peer to Peer Capability attribute of each 
Peer to Peer Client within the P2P Group Info attribute. The following rules apply where a Peer 
to Peer Client indicates that it does not support P2P Client Discovery: 
 
• A searching P2P Device will not send a Device Discoverability Request (DDR) frame 
to a P2P Group Owner containing the Peer to Peer Device ID of that P2P Client 
• A searching P2P Device will not send any frame to the P2P Device that is that P2P Client  
• The P2P Group Owner will not send a GO Discoverability Request frame to that P2P Client. 
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A P2P Device is a P2P Client within a P2P Group should support P2P Client 
Discoverability unless device or application restrictions were preventing it from doing so. A 
P2P Device that has ended a session as P2P Group Owner of a Persistent P2P Group that has 
the Persisting Reconnect bit in the Peer to Peer Capability attribute set to 1 shall support Peer 
to Peer Client Discovery when it is a Peer to Peer Client in a P2P Group. Such a P2P Device 
would also select the appropriate power to save timing to minimize the delay in delivery of a 
Group Owner (GO) Discoverability Request frame, e.g. by being available at each TBTT. 
A P2P Group Owner has one or more connected Peer to Peer Clients that have indicated support 
for Peer to Peer Client Discovery should take this into account in making its discoverability 
according to the given recommendations in Section 3.3.2. 
 
3.3.5 Persistent Group operation  
 
A Peer to Peer Device that successfully gets Credentials for a Persistent Peer to Peer 
Group should store the Peer to Peer Group ID and Credentials for that Peer to Peer Group. The 
enables the Peer to Peer Device that is Peer to Peer GO to recreate the Peer to Peer Group for 
additional sessions after the initial formation. Peer to Peer Clients can also request that the Peer 
to Peer Group restarted and utilized the stored Credentials to join. The Peer to Peer Group 
Owner of the Persistent Peer to Peer Group might also save a list of Peer to Peer Device 
Addresses of Peer to Peer Clients that have joined the Persistent Peer to Peer Group.  
 
The Peer to Peer Group ID and Credentials for a Persistent Peer to Peer Group do not 
change for each session of that Peer to Peer Group. However, the Peer to Peer Interface Address 
and operating channel of the Peer to Peer Group might is not the same for each session. The 
Peer to Peer Interface Address used by Peer to Peer Clients within a Persistent Peer to Peer 
Group might also change for each session [18]. The Persistent Peer to Peer Group bit in the 
Group Capability Bitmap field in the Peer to Peer Capability attribute should set in the Beacon 
and Probe Response frames transmitted by the Peer to Peer Group Owner. The Persistent Peer 
to Peer Group, Intra-BSS Distribution and Persistent Reconnect bits and Intra-BSS Distribution 
in the Group Capability Bitmap field in the Peer to Peer Capability attribute in Beacon and 
Probe Response frames should be the same for each session [19][22].  
 
The Peer to Peer Group Owner of a Persistent Peer to Peer Group is determined when 
the Peer to Peer Group is formed and is the same Peer to Peer Device in subsequent Peer to 
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Peer Group sessions. The Peer to Peer Group Owner of a Persistent P2P Group should operate 
as a P2P Group Owner. 
 
The Peer to Peer Device that ended the P2P Group session:  
• Enter the Listen State; The P2P Device may discover 
• Join another Peer to Peer Group, in these case; it may see 
• Enter the Find Phase  
 
A Peer to Peer Group Owner might advertise that it supports Peer to Peer Client 
reconnection without user intervention for a Persistent Peer to Peer Group by setting the 
Reconnect Persistent bit to 1 in the Group Capabilities field that it sends describing the Peer to 
Peer Group capabilities. A Peer to Peer Device that advertises this for a Persistent Peer to Peer 
Group may use the Listen State to remain discoverable. The Peer to Peer Device might adopt 
different availability timing within the Listen State to that recommended for discoverability. 
 
A Peer to Peer Device that is the P2P Group Owner of a Persistent P2P Group shall restart 
the Persistent Peer to Peer Group state on completion of a successful Peer to Peer Invitation 
exchange requesting that the Persistent P2P Group invoked. A Peer to Peer Device may also 
restart a Persistent Peer to Peer Group of which it is Peer to Peer Group Owner in response to 
a request from a higher-layer. 
 
A Peer to Peer Device may decide to use no longer a Persistent Peer to Peer Group in 
which case it might delete the Credentials of that Peer to Peer Group. A Persistent Peer to Peer 
Group ends when the Peer to Peer Group Owner removes the Credentials. 
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3.3.6 Communication in a Peer to Peer Group 
 
Communication inside a P2P group accompanies WPA2-Personal security having 
AES-CCMP as a cipher encryption. A 4-way handshake executed between the P2P group 
owner and to P2P client (who is newly connected) immediately after a successful connection. 
It can be studied that P2P Group Owner acts as an authenticator whereas the P2P Client shall 
serve as a supplicant The frames that exchanged between the authenticator and the supplicant 
are unicast and broadcast/multicast frames which already encrypted by using the resultant 
temporal encryption keys.IP can be utilized by Higher layers of data services. Here, the 
authenticator (P2P Group Owner) shall act as a DHCP server for providing the IP addresses to 
the associated supplicants (P2P Clients) which use IP. The DHCP Server asserts a minimum 
support of Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4), IP address assignment and subnet mask but 
shouldn't include the default gateway unless a cross connects provided by the P2P Device. If 
Peer to Peers is supported, the default gateway shouldn’t include should not be included unless 
a cross connects provided by the P2P GO. The P2P client that uses IP is capable of acting as a 
DHCP Client. 
 
The Data exchanged between the P2P Group Owner and each connected Client as 
frames. Power saving techniques can be adapted by the both P2P Group Owner and the 
connected Client if they both use the appropriate data delivery mechanisms. 
 
A service called data distribution is provided by the Peer to Peer Group Owner in 
between all the connected Clients of a P2P Group. A P2P Group Owner offering such a service 
sets the Intra-BSS Distribution bit to '1' in the Group Capability Bitmap field thereby sending 
and giving detailed version its capabilities. 
 
A cross can be achieved between the P2P group owner and WLAN if the P2P Group 
uses any mechanisms above layer 2. For this specification, there is no scope for the mechanisms 
implementing cross connection. A P2P Group Owner that provides cross-connection when the 
Cross Connection bit to 1 in the Group Capability Bitmap field thereby sending and describing 
its capabilities. A P2P Group Owner doesn't provide the cross connection between the WLAN 
and P2P Group although it uses layer two mechanisms. A P2P Group Owner shall not enable 
cross-connection while associated to a WLAN AP showing the attribute of P2P Manageability 
with Cross Connection Permitted set to 0. 
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A P2P Client doesn't provide any cross connection between a WLAN and a P2P Group using 
mechanisms at any layer. 
 
Within the WLAN infrastructure containing any P2P Concurrent device operating with 
the P2P Infrastructure Managed bit in Device Capability Bitmap field of the attribute P2P 
Capability set to 0, the AP may de-authenticate or disassociate the STA. The Disassociate or 
De-authenticate frame then include the Peer to Peer IE with the Minor Reason Code field set 
to 2. 
 
Note — It should be pointed out that when a P2P Device gets de-authenticated or disassociated 
with this Minor Reason Code, it should not make an attempt to (re)associate to the WLAN AP. 
 
Keeping the P2P Infrastructure Managed bit in the Device Capability Bitmap field of 
the P2P Capability attribute set to '0' until the P2P Device looks for the WLAN AP permissions 
could have changed, or until Peer to Peer Device capability is disabled. 
 
3.3.7 Disconnecting from a P2P Group  
 
A P2P Client should indicate the possibility of intent to disassociate from a P2P Group by using 
either:   
The de-authentication procedure to send a De-authentication frame to the P2P Group Owner, 
or the STA disconnection procedure to send a Disassociation frame to the P2P Group Owner. 
A Peer-to-Peer Group Owner does not depend upon receiving either indication or may 
determine that a Client has been departed for a different reason. 
 
3.3.8 Disconnecting a P2P Client  
 
A P2P Group Owner may tend to disconnect with a Client from a P2P Group. To process this 
by a Client, a P2P Group Owner shall use either: 
• The De-authentication frame was sent to the Client, as per the de-authentication 
procedure or 
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• The De-authentication frame was sent to the Client, as per the AP disassociation 
procedure. 
• The P2P Group Owner is nothing but the AP in these procedures, and the Client shall 
be the same like STA. 
 
A P2P Group Owner may refuse association, or deny authentication of a P2P Device that 
has preceding been de-authenticated, or due to the protocol error gets disassociated, or 
disruptive behaviour.  
 
If authentication or the association is rejected, then the status code shall be returned in the 
Authentication frame with an Authentication transaction sequence of 2 that shall be set to 37 
(The request has been rejected). 
 
If the association is rejected, a P2P Information Element should be contained in the 
Association Response frame containing a P2P Status attribute with a status code of value 6 
(Fail: disruptive behaviour or denied because of the previous protocol errorbehavior).  
 
3.3.9 Ending a Peer to Peer Group session 
 
To make an orderly shutdown process possible, a P2P Group Owner must indicate to 
the connected Clients about the intention of ending a session in P2P Group. Unexpected 
withdrawal of a P2P Group Owner will terminate the session of P2P Group. 
A P2P Group Owner announce the intent to end a P2P Group session may use the de-
authentication procedure as per the Section 10.3.4.4 of IEEE Std 802.11-2012 for sending a 
De-authentication frame to the broadcast address, or to all the clients that are connected. The 
reason to make the code in the de-authentication frame is taking the value 3. 
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3.4 Pervious Application: 
  
The pervious Projects which can perform better with Wif-Direct 
1. Simulation Based Analysis of CAR2X/RFID Protocols [1] The main objective is to 
consider the time interval for connecting and reading the data package between 
mobile and stationary components. Data package could be in various size, e.g. 64byte 
upto 128kbyte and 256kbyte. And also the speed of the mobile component could vary, 
eg. Cars or train runs with varying speed modes e.g. 80km/h up to 300 km/h. So, by 
using the WiFi Direct in the moving vehicles like cars and train data can be send to 
other. 
 
2. Image Based Detection of Car Lights as Car2x-Communication Trigger [2] In order to 
support object detection, identifying of headlights and rearlights in the night-time road 
environment is an option. When driving in dark conditions, vehicle in front are 
generally visible by their tail and brake lights. Presenting an algorithm that detects 
vehicle at night using a camera by searching for front and tail lights. Where detection 
is not possible detect vehicles at different distances and in different weather and 
lighting conditions. By using Wifi Direct information can send to the other vehicle in 
the road about traffic jam or vehicle breakdown on the road. 
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4.Concept: 
 
The Vehicle-to-vehicle communication is one of the critical and lifesaving 
technology, But there some worry with the cost of implementation of Vehicle-to-Vehicle 
communication to the Automobile company and consumers. According to the Detroit News 
report [6], there is some question in on vehicle- to-vehicle communication recording weight 
and cost of the future car and trucks. 
The increase of weight is problematic due to the fuel standards, and the pressure would not 
help automobile to meet its regulations. And there are a lot of discussions is going on to boost 
up fuel consumption in car and truck by the year 2025. Not only weight but also the vehicle-
to-vehicle communication will increase the total cost of the new vehicle that on the average 
of almost $31,000 and the addition additional charge around $3000 to the new car and truck 
by the year 2025. 
And the Automobile manufacturers also look for the best solution for this problem because 
such new technologies are adding thousands of dollars of the price tag on the new vehicle and 
making them sell their product harder [9]. 
 
    
                                                    Figure 12:Car-to-Car communication 
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The vehicle-to-vehicle communication that allows the vehicle to communicate with 
another vehicle and their surroundings. These technologies use 360-degree view of the 
vehicle surrounding, that allows the vehicle to detect when driver cannot. The dedicated 
short-range network is used to communicate with the vehicles in the surrounding up to 300 
yards 
According to News report [6], the vehicle-to-vehicle communication can prevent 70 
to 80 percent of the car crash by unimpaired drivers in the world. That can help to prevent 
thousands of death and injuries on the road.  
And parallel to the cost consideration the connection time between the vehicles for 
their communication is should be minimum and device weight should be minimum. By 
considering all these features, the best solution for this problem is the to use WiFi-Direct 
Service for it. 
The main reason for selecting WiFi-Direct Service is because of it low connection 
time and it can easily have installed in the vehicle, and the cost of the device is also very less 
compared to another vehicle-to-vehicle communication device. In this Thesis, the smartphone 
used as the communication medium in the vehicle. 
 
                                                                                     Figure 13: Concept Overview 
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In order to realize WiFi direct communication following concept Hardware and Software 
architecture is introduced. 
- Hardware Layer consists of Android-Smartphone (may put as optional test platform 
raspberry pi). 
- Software Layer consists of Wifi-Direct-Module and on top Message Communication 
Module 
4.1 WiFi Direct Module 
 
WiFi Direct Service Module is divided into four different phase, there are 
1. Discovery phase 
2. Group Negotiation 
3. WPS Provisioning  
4. Address Configuration 
These four stages are used to establish a connection between smartphones which is the first 
task to implement. 
Discovery phase: 
These the first step in the WiFi-Direct discovery service. In this step, the device tries 
to establish the Peer to Peer connection between different devices. These Peer to Peer 
connection done through sending the Probe Request and listening to probe responses. 
 
              
                                                       Figure 14: Device Discovery phase 
 
The Discovery phase consist of two critical phase: 
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Scan: this stage is used to find the device or the group owner and device collect the 
information about the device. 
Find: The final stage is used to search for P2P Device available on the common channel to 
establish a connection. This is done by cycling between states at the P2P Device wait on the 
channel for Probe Request or sending Probe Request on the fixed channel. 
Group Negotiation: 
In the group of the device, there will be single device act as an in charge to the group. That 
device is called group owner and act as an AP to the other group members. The group owner 
as permission to initiation the group or to terminate the group. 
The WiFi Direct devices can act as a group owner. They should able to negotiate between the 
device that which will become the group owner. If the automatically group owner was fixed, 
means the negotiation between the device is done to determine the device to become Group 
owner. 
In this phase, the group owner is elected by three-way handshake, which are request, 
response and confirmation signals. The group owner is selected based on the intent value of 
the device. The intent value of based on the power available in the device or if the device is 
connected to the AC supply, or the device is connected to the different group and it capable 
of cross connection. The device which has high intent value will become the group owner. 
 
 
                                                               Figure 15:P2P group formation 
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In above Fig [15] among this five device, the Device D have the high intent value compare to 
all other devices. So, it became the group owner of these group. 
 
WPS Provisioning: 
The WiFi Direct uses Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) for initial process and authentication. 
The Wi-Fi Protected Setup is based on the WPA-2 and used Advanced Encryption Standard 
and randomly generates the pre-shared key for mutual authentication. The group owner takes 
the responsibility of the role of registrar, the key tasks for the registrar are granting and 
revoking network access to the other clients in the group. And it also has the responsible for 
passing the information like Group ID, the operation channel, and the pre-shared key to the 
other client device in the group. 
 The WPS Provisioning is divided into two different phase. The first phase is to generate the 
security key by the internal registrar, and the next phase is the device disconnect and connects 
by the same key generated in the first phase.   
Address Configuration: 
The last one is, to assign IP addresses to the peer to peer device the DHCP is used. 
The phase is only used when the device is connected to the internet. In these group, owner 
acts as DHCP server and then access other client IP addresses. In the process to obtain an IP 
address, the client and server exchange DHCP discover, offer and acknowledgment of the 
message. 
4.2 Message Communication Module 
In the Message Communication Module provide Messages for GPS, distance and 
general message using API function on basis of group value format 
- providing User Interface Functionality for testing and user Feedback 
Different modules in application 
1. Implementation of Group Message 
2. Getting Current device location 
3. Sending GPS position to the group members 
4. Calculating relative distance between two position 
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Implementation of Group Message: 
After the peer to peer, device group is formed now need to implement the group 
message by using WiFi Direct service. This module is implemented to send the general 
information regarding traffic in the area like construction, vehicle breaks down, etc. Some 
basic information about the traffic in the present area. 
Getting Current device location: 
  The current location of vehicle with Geo points and address is displayed to know the 
specific place of the vehicle 
Sending GPS position to other group members: 
The current GPS position of the vehicle is to send to the other group members how is 
available in the group. Eg. The vehicle is at the specific traffic jam, so the GPS position of 
the vehicle is to send to the other group member. By seeing the information, the other group 
member can change the route and pass without any traffic trouble. 
 
Calculating Relative Distance 
The relative distance between the two Geo point is calculated to estimate the distance 
of the traffic. To calculate relative distance between the two Geopoint, there are many 
formulas for calculating some of them are 
1.Haversine Formula 
2. Spherical Law of Cosine 
Haversine Formula: 
The haversine formula is up to calculate the circle distance between two points, the 
shortest distance on the earth surface- gives an ‘as-the-crow-flies' distance between two 
points. 
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Formula: 
  ∆	 2⁄   		. cos 		 	 . ∆ 2⁄  
  2	. 2 √,1   
   	.  
 
Where 	is longitude, 	 is latitude, and R is the earth radius (radius = 6,371 km) 
The haversine formula particularly well conditions for numerical computation for 
small distance- not similar to calculation distance based on a spherical law of cosines. The 
reversed sine is 1  !, and half-versed-sine is 1  ! 2⁄   or ! 2⁄  used above. 
Which is widely used by navigators, it was explained by Roger Sinnott in the Sky & 
Telescope magazine in 1984. The Sinnott described the angular separation distance between 
Mizar and Alcor in Ursa Major, accurately calculated on a TRS-80 by the haversine. 
Where  is, the square of half chord length between the points and   is the angular distance 
in the radians. 
If 2 is not available, then  could calculate as 2. "min"1, √&& 
Spherical Law of Cosines 
The spherical trigonometry, law of cosines is the theorem related to the side and the 
angles of the spherical triangles. 
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                                    Figure 16: Spherical triangle solved by the law of cosines 
The spherical law of cosines formula 
cos  =   cos ' + sin  sin ' cos  
Is suitable for the distance as small as a few meters in the earth surface. The law of 
cosines is a 1-line alternative to the haversine formula for many purposes, and very small 
distance approximation may be suitable 
Formula   
 = sin 	 . sin 	 + cos 	 . cos 	 . cos Δ .   
 
When comparing both formulae for finding the relative distance between to two 
points. The both work fine for the short distance but in these both the haversine work faster 
than the spherical law of cosines 
By considering both formula haversine suits for this topic. So Haversine formula is 
used to find the relative distance between two Geo-points. 
 
Wi-Fi Direct in Android 
 
A new technology called Wi-Fi Direct was introduced to Smartphone's and Android 
4.0 [Insert ref.] (Tagged as Ice Cream Sandwich) was the first platform supporting the built-in 
Wi-Fi Direct capabilities launched in October 2011, one year following the WFA's introduction 
of Wi-Fi Direct.  
By May 1, 2012, roughly around five percent of the users had accessed Wi-Fi Direct 
on Google Play that operated on devices with platform Android 4.0 - 4.0.3. From the statistics, 
it can observe that only a small number of today's Android users can utilize this technology. 
However, the reason for this modest percentage is the low experience of the platform, and there 
will be a certain increase in the number of Android users with Wi-Fi Direct compatible 
platforms in future. See Figure below a distribution chart based on the number of Android 
devices accessing Google Play within a two weeks’ period ending on May 1, 2012. 
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                      Figure 17 : The graph based on the distribution of Google Play user 
 
 API specific components 
Intents (generally asynchronous messages) are sent for announcing some specific 
operations to be performed [27]. For an instance, consider opening a web page by initiating 
the web browser. The following three main components are activated by Intents in an 
Android application. 
• Activities Services 
• Broadcast receivers 
Apart announcing the future operations to be performed, certain past events can also b 
announced by using Intents. All the relevant components receive the broadcasted messages 
which are sent by broadcast Intents. Android applications can listen for broadcast intents 
messages and can perform functions on them, thereby, creating a log on broadcast receivers. 
The broadcast receiver responds to the announcements made, and the scenarios can originate 
from the Smartphone/system (e.g. when there is low battery or when the mobile screen has 
unlocked), or if it is from other applications or from the application itself. [27]. In general, 
these broadcast receivers are not a part of User Interface (UI) function, but they made to trig 
the UI for performing certain event actions. 
 
Intents are represented in two groups [27]: 
 Explicit intents 
 Implicit intents 
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Addressing of the target component is the key difference between these groups. Explicit 
intents address the components by explicitly indicating the components name (e.g. 
com.example.project). Therefore, the exact name of the components should be known for the 
Explicit Intents developers, which is not a normal case for other applications developers. This 
property makes the intents to work within this group and is not typically used for system-wide 
messaging. Whereas the Implicit Intents do not address the target by its name, thereby, another 
way is required for an Android system to determine receiver component of Implicit Intents. 
This resolved by applying registering intent filters on the Implicit Intents receiver component. 
A best suitable receiving component obtained by making the system test the registered intent 
filters counter to the broadcasted intents. For developing a successful receiver component of 
Implicit Intent, the following three different tests should intent must be passed [27]:  
 
 Action test 
 Category test 
 Data test 
 
Information's of distinct fields compared by each test at the receiving component. For 
passing the action test, the event or action indicated in the intent's action field should be 
matched at least to one of the receiver's intent filter action elements indexed [10]. For passing 
the category test, the receiver's intent filter of the receiver side should be at least every category 
element that indexed in intent's category field. 
 
Each data element comprehends a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and a data type in 
the data field. There are different cases for confronting the statement. For example, an element 
can contain a URI and data type, or only a data type, or only a URI, or none of them. In this 
Wi-Fi Direct API case, the test will have passed for receiving broadcast intents only if the data 
element in the intent's data field contains neither a data type nor a URI. 
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 The Wi-Fi Direct API 
 
The main advantage of Android API level 14 or the higher version is, it incorporates 
the features like discover (detect and locate), connect and communicating with applications 
with the service of   Wi-Fi Direct [27]. Class diagram of Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
representing Wi-Fi Direct API (the association with a crossed circle represents inner classes), 
where the WiFIP2pManager is the primary class, which contains the following three main 
parts: 
  Listeners 
 Request methods 
  Intent actions Listeners 
  
As the Wi-Fi Direct uses the asynchronous messages for communication, the API provides 
the listener call-back methods that are responsible for acknowledging the requests arriving 
from the application. The following five different interfaces which are responsible for 
representing the different listeners: 
 
 ActionListener 
 ChannelListener 
 ConnectionInfoListener 
 GroupInfoListener 
 PeerListListener 
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Figure 18  : The UML class diagram of the Application of Wi-Fi Direct 
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Whenever a response is sent, call back methods of these interfaces are triggered. The 
ActionListener's callback can notify a successful or unsuccessful operation. A call-back will 
point out a constant if there exists a failure.The reason could be one of the following cases 
[Insert ref.]: 
 ERROR denotes that the reason was due to an internal failure. 
 P2P UNSUPPORTED indicates that the current device does not support wi-fi Direct. 
 BUSY means that the framework is busy, and therefore unable to serve the request. 
 
Whenever the channel terminated from the framework, the ChannelListener's callback will 
be triggered [ref. please]. And the remaining listeners will be triggered if the specific requested 
data is available. 
 
Request methods 
 The API consists of nine different request methods in Figure [19]. Some methods 
should be implemented, while others can be made optional. Using these particular methods, 
the application can be able to call the operating system for performing respective actions. 
Every method must trigger the asynchronous messages; therefore, it can be able to respond to 
the responses transmitted.  The main apprehension for including a listener for the callbacks 
for each element. 
 
                                 Figure 19: The request methods specified by the API 
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In the following, based on the Specification and Description Language (SDL) semantic 
some informal state machines are shown. The author developed these and later used as a 
starting point for API blocks. Thus, these state machines represented as a sequence of events 
rather than a part of API. Also a wider understanding in how the request is relating to API other 
components, it's opted in this section. For implementing such a function of Wi-Fi Direct in an 
application, registration to the Wi-Fi framework is required [27]. 
 
 The realized by executing the initialize method in Tab. 2.1. All other request methods 
in the Wi-Fi Direct API depend on this registration. Hence, this must be the _rst Wi-Fi Direct 
operation to be performed. Figure 2.8 shows a proposed state machine of the initialization 
process. When the application enters the initialized state, it should be able to discover other 
peer devices. The WIFI P2P STATE CHANGED ACTION, WIFI P2P THIS DEVICE 
CHANGED ACTION and WIFI P2P CONNECTION CHANGED ACTION intent actions are 
explained later in this section  
 
                                Figure 20: A state machine of the initialization process 
 
To be able of finding peer devices, the application must execute the discovery- Peers 
method. This operation initiates a peer discovery, which involves sending a request to the 
framework to scan for available peer devices. If the application is successfully achieved, the 
discovery procedure will stay active until a P2P group is formed or a successful connection 
request is initiated [27]. When the application knows that peer devices are discovered (this is 
described later in this section), it can request for the current list of devices from the framework 
by calling the requestPeers method. Fig 20 shows a proposed state machine of the discovery 
process with a suggested sequence of the related request methods. The WIFI P2P PEERS 
CHANGED ACTION intent action will be explained later in this section.  
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When the application receives a log of peer devices, it will enter to the discovered state 
of peers as shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, and a request connection with one of the devices from 
the lists gets initiated. 
 
                                           
              Figure 21: The State machine of discovery phase  
 
This can be obtained by running a connection method. If the current device is not already part 
of a P2P group, this request will initiate a group negotiation with the peer device [27]. A 
group negotiation is required to decide which device that is going to act as the group owner. 
An invitation is sent to join the group, if the current device is already a part of the group. If an 
ongoing group negotiation ought to be canceled, the cancelConnect method must be 
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executed. Upon a successful group negotiation and when the application knows that the 
connection has been changed (this is described later in this section), it can detect if network 
connectivity exists. If so, a request for connection info can be inquired by executing the 
requestConnectionInfo method. By doing so, the application will be able to attain the 
following details [27]: 
o  If a group has been formed. 
o The group owner's IP address. 
o If the present device is the owner of the group. 
 
If a group has been formed, a request for group info can be inquired by executing the 
requestGroupInfo method. The application will receive the following information: 
 
o The list of client devices that are currently part of the P2P group. 
o The name of the interface the group is using (e.g. p2p-wlan0-0 ). 
o The Service Set Identi_er (SSID) of the group (e.g. DIRECT-fed). 
o The details of the group owner in a Wi_P2pDevice object. 
o The group's passphrase. 
 
The proposed state machine of the connection process with a suggested sequence of the 
relevant request methods. The createGroup method causes the current device to create an empty 
P2P group with itself acting as the group owner. This method is only directed to be used in 
circumstances where the peer devices are legacy equipment, and will normally not be used in 
ordinary Wi-Fi Direct operations. Nevertheless, this request method is particularly useful 
nowadays since the Wi-Fi Direct technology is still pretty novel to most consumers' equipment. 
To perform a disconnection request to a connected group, the remove Group method must be 
executed. By using the method's callback listener, the application will be able to know whether 
the request was successful or not. Figure 22 shows a proposed state machine of the 
disconnection process. This diagram shows that the removeGroup method should be able of 
being triggered in the following states: 
 
o wait for connection changed 
o wait for connection info 
o wait for group info 
o connected 
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o Intents and Intent actions 
 
 
 
                                     Figure 22: A state machine of the connection phase 
 
For a Wi-Fi Direct application to be able to know when certain Wi-Fi Direct specific 
events happen, it needs to listen for broadcast intents. To achieve this, broadcast receivers 
with intent filters need to be registered at the application. The following intent actions are 
relevant for Wi-Fi Direct [27]: 
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                    Figure 23: A state machine of the disconnection process 
 
•  WIFI P2P STATE CHANGED ACTION 
•  WIFI P2P PEERS CHANGED ACTION 
•  WIFI P2P CONNECTION CHANGED ACTION 
•  WIFI P2P THIS DEVICE CHANGED ACTION 
 
For the process of Discovery and also the process of Connection initiation with the peer 
devices, the first step is to enable the Wi-Fi Direct mode on the current device. Android system 
will be responsible for broadcasting this information. By registering a broadcast receiver with 
an intent filter that contains the WIFI P2P STATE CHANGED ACTION intent action, the 
application can be informed if the Wi-Fi Direct mode enabled on the current device. Every 
time the users turn on or off the Wi-Fi Direct mode, intent will be broadcasted causing the 
application always to be updated on the Wi-Fi Direct mode's status. 
 
 If the WIFI P2P PEERS CHANGED ACTION intent action combined with the filter, 
thereby whenever the peers discovered, the application could be notified. It usually occurs after 
a peer discovery process has initiated. However, the application will always be ready to receive 
this type of notification as long as the broadcast receiver is registered. For the application to 
detect any changes in its Wi-Fi connectivity, the "WIFI P2P CONNECTION CHANGED 
ACTION" action must add to the filter. There are several reasons for this intent action to be 
triggered, some of them are: 
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• The current device makes a connection request, and the group negotiation 
procedure was accomplished. 
• The connection was lost. 
•  A disconnection procedure was accomplished. 
• Another device has sent a connection request to the current device and the group 
negotiation  
 
The procedure accomplished. By adding the WIFI P2P THIS DEVICE CHANGED 
ACTION intent to the filter, the application will be informed when a change in the device's 
P2P properties has occurred. It could, for instance, happen when the devices status changes 
from being available to be connected. When the intent action is triggered, the UI of the 
application should be updated to give back information of the device's current status to the 
users. Permissions and uses features Permissions provide restricted access to part of the 
device's code or some specific data on the device [14]. The reason for this is to protect critical 
code or data from being misused. They are identified by a unique label and the users accept the 
application's permissions before installing it. By using the API of Wi-Fi Direct, the application 
must request the following permissions: 
• ACCESS WIFI STATE 
• CHANGE WIFI STATE 
• INTERNET 
To let the application access information of the Wi-Fi networks the ACCESS WIFI STATE 
permission must be authorized [Ref. bitte]. Also, to change the Wi-Fi connectivity, the 
CHANGE WIFI STATE permission must be authorized. Even though an internet connection 
not required for a Wi-Fi Direct application, the INTERNET permission must be authorized. 
This permission authorizes the application to open Java network sockets, which is necessary 
when communicating with other peer devices over Wi-Fi Direct. Uses-features are 
announcements of specific hardware and software the application are using. They are only 
meant to inform external entities, which means that the Android system does not check whether 
the device supports these features or not. Google Play uses, for instance, these declarations to 
filter applications that are visible to the users. It done by comparing the Google Play 
applications' uses-features with the features available on the device. Since only a fraction of 
Android devices are Wi-Fi Direct compatible, the android.hardware.wifi.Direct uses-feature 
should be declared. 
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5.Implementation: 
 
Realization of hardware and software design: 
The android application has been developed to communicate between the device for 
vehicle-to-vehicle communication. The application has been designed and developed on 
Eclipse IDE with Android plug-in installed on it. Android is an open source software 
platform which makes it best option for the developers to develop the new application. 
Android application: 
To develop the Android application, the Android Development Tool (ADT) and 
software development kit(SDK) are needed. On Eclipse Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) Android plug-in is available to develop Android projects. This plug-in 
should be installed to develop an android application on Eclipse IDE. The relevant 
specifications considered to develop this android application are as follows. 
 
Minimum required SDK: The minimum required version SDK used in this thesis is version 
14.  
 
Target SDK: At this level, the available API is 15, and Android 4 has been considered. This 
new version supports the application as well as Android backward compatibility. 
 
With the creation of a new Android project in Eclipse, all the necessary files such as 
manifest, resource and layout files created. The developer must make changes to these files to 
make their design on Android application. To use the WiFi Direct on a smartphone, a 
permission must be specified in the manifest file of the project as shown below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<uses-permission 
                android: required="true" 
                android:name="android. permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE"/> 
 
 
<uses-permission 
                 android:required="true" 
        android:name="android.permission.CHANGE_WIFI_STATE"/> 
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This help helps in enabling the WiFi Direct on the smartphone. The flow chart of 
Android application developed for this thesis will be as shown in the fig below. After starting 
application, it's search for the other device which already connected in a group. So the group 
owner will accept the request from these devices and added to the group, or there is no group 
available it will wait for another device to form a group. If it finds another device depends on 
the Intent value, the group owner selected and forms the group. 
Flow Chart: 
 
 
                                                          Figure 24: workflow of application 
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5.1 Wi-Fi Direct Module 
 
The WiFi Direct peer to peer connection consist of some following main parts: 
 
• WifiP2pManager class defines the method that used to allows the device to find, 
request and connect to the device. 
• The Listeners that allows the device to notifies the success or failure WifiP2pManager 
class. When calling the WifiP2pManager method, so each method receives a separate 
listener passed in parameter. 
 The three most important components of the application are 
WifiP2pManager.ActionListener to call the discoverPeers(). That can be done with 
ActionListener.onSuccess() and other one is ActionListener.onFailure() method. And 
WIFI_P2P-PEERS-CHANGED_ACTION intent is also used to broadcast if the 
discoverPeers() method discovers the list of the peer changed [12] 
 
Application Overview: 
The WifiP2pManager class is used to allow the device to interact with the Wi-Fi hardware in 
the device that used to do things like find and connect to another device 
 
                                             Figure 25: Wi-Fi Peer to Peer methods 
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The WifiP2pManager let the device pass in a listener so that Wi-Fi peer to peer framework 
can notify the activity device status of the call. The listener interfaces available described in 
the following figure. 
 
                                            Figure 26:Wi-Fi peer to peer, Listeners 
The intent value is defined when certain Wi-Fi peer to peer event happened. The device 
register to receive the intent value in the application by developing a broadcast receiver that 
handles it. 
 
 
                                              Figure 27:Wi-Fi peer to peer Intents 
 
BroadcastReceiver for Wi-Fi peer to peer intents: 
 
A broadcastReceiver allows the device to receive intents value broadcast by the Android 
system so that application can respond to the events. The basic process of creating a 
broadcastReceiver to handle Wi-Fi peer to peer intents are as follows: 
1. Create the class that extends the BroadcastReceiver class. For the class' constructor, 
application most likely wants to have parameters for 
theWifiP2pManager, WifiP2pManager.Channel, and the activity that this 
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broadcastReceiver will be registered. It allows the broadcast receiver to send updates to 
the application activity as well as has access to the Wi-Fi hardware and the 
communication channel. 
2. In the broadcastReceiver, checks the intents that users are interested in onReceive(). Do 
any necessary actions depending on the intent value that is received 
The following code shows the how to create a BroadcastReceiver. The broadcast receiver 
accepts a WifiP2pManager object and an application activity as arguments and uses these two 
classes to appropriately carry out the necessary actions when the broadcastReceiver receives 
an intent: 
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Creating a Wi-Fi Direct Application: 
 
The create process involves the creating and registering of the application and discovering 
another device, connecting to the device. 
 
Initial Setup: 
Before using Wi-Fi peer to peer application that can access the hardware and the device 
support Wi-Fi Direct protocol. If the Wi-Fi direct supported, obtain the WifiP2pManager to 
create and register the BroadcastReceiver 
 
1. The permission to use Wi-Fi Direct hardware in the device and to declare the 
application have minimum SDK version in the AndroidManifest.xml 
 
 
2. Check Wi-Fi Direct on and supported 
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3. In the activity onCreate() method, obtain an instance of WifiP2pManager and register 
your application with the Wi-Fi P2P framework by calling initialize(). This method 
gives a WifiP2pManager.Channel, which is utilized to connect the application to the 
Wi-Fi Direct framework. Creating an instance of BroadcastReceiver 
with  WifiP2pManager.Channel and the WifiP2pManager object along with a reference 
to the activity. It allow the BroadcastReceiver to notify the activity of interesting events 
and update it. 
 
 
4. Creating intent filter and adding the intent that BroadcastRecevier check for: 
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5. Register the BroadcastReceiver in the onResume() method of the activity and  
unregister it in onpause() method in activity. 
 
Discovering Peers 
 
 The discover peer that are available to connect by calling discoverpeers() class to 
detect the available devices in the range. By calling these function gets the success or failure 
in communication to the application with onSuccess() and onFailure() if created a 
WifiP2pManager.ActionListener. 
The onSuccess() only gives the discovery process is succeeded but does not provide any 
information about the device which is connected. 
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Connecting to Device: 
 
 The connect () method is utilize to connect to the device. The method calls 
wifip2pConfig object that contain the information of the device which need to connect. It can 
be notified of the connection is success or failure by WifiP2pManager.ActionListener. The 
following code show, how to create the connection to the device. 
 
 
Once the connection is established and the application is ready to communicate with the other 
device in the group. Now the group message module and transferring current location module 
should be created  
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5.2 Message Communication Module 
Group Message: 
The group message in which is consist of the Edit Text, Button, and ListView. These 
implemented in activity_main.XML 
 
 
And call SendMessage() method when specific button is press and specific message which is 
in the EditText sent to the other group members 
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Displaying GPS location: 
 
 
 
The method LocationManager.GPS_PROVIDER will activate the Gps in the device and gets 
the information from it. And the updateWithNewLocation function is used to display the 
longitude and latitude point to the user alone with the address of the location. 
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Sending traffic information: 
 
The SendTrafficinfo() method is used to send the traffic information to the other device 
which is the group. 
Calculating relative distance: 
 
By using Haversine formula, the relative distance is displayed in meters at TextView called 
finalresulttextview 
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6.Results: 
 
 
                        Figure 28:Application group chat and Current location 
 
The above figure shows the initial start of the application in the smart phone. The upper 
section is used to group messages, and the lower section is used to display the current 
location of the device. 
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                                     Figure 29:Sending Traffic information 
 
   In the above figure the shows, below the text Traffic jam  At in the figure. Is the latitude, 
longitude and the address of the traffic jam which is sent by the other device in the group.  
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                                        Figure 30:Result of calculating relative distance 
After getting the latitude and longitude, by pressing the button the relative distance between 
two latitudes and longitude is calculated and displayed below. 
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7.Summary/Outlook: 
 
In these Master thesis, presented an in-depth analysis of Wi-Fi Direct or Wi-Fi peer-to-peer 
technology. The Wi-Fi Direct service developed in Android Application based on the 
specification from the Wi-Fi Alliances. The Wi-Fi Direct service is peer-to-peer 
communication solution has no limits to the physical location. The Wi-Fi Direct different 
from tradition Wi-Fi networks like Infrastructure and Ad-hoc mode, even it is from the same 
family. 
 
 Using these Wi-Fi Direct service for the Car-to-Car communication is one of the good 
solutions to the problems facing by the automobile companies and best solution for short 
distance communication. And using a smartphone as communication medium its cheap and 
the new technologies called Android Auto. So the total application is displayed on the 
dashboard display, the information displayed on the dashboard, and it is easily used. The Wi-
Fi Direct service is developed on Android, so it's easy to add or update the new features to the 
application.     
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8.Appendix 
 
A Installation process of Android ADT in Eclipse  
Installing Android ADT Plugin, SDK in Eclipse needed some step to do it 
 
Step 1:  Download and install Java SE Development Kit to windows 
Step 2: After installing Java SE, download and install Eclipse SDK. 
Step 3: And download Android SDK from android developer page 
Step 4: Open Eclipse, do following step to create project. 
 1.Start Eclipse, then select Help > Install New Software. 
2.Click Add, in the top-right corner. 
3.In the Add Repository dialog that appears, enter "ADT Plugin" for the Name and 
the following URL for the Location: 
4.https://dl-ssl.google.com/android/eclipse/ 
5.Press Add and enter Name as ADT plugin. Click checkbox ’Developer tool’ 
6. After installation, go to Preferences -> Android and add SDK location path  
7.After installation completed. Eclipse is ready to use 
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B Annex for Compact Disc (CD)  
 
 
Path in CD                                                                        Content  
ASEMasterThesis\ThesisReport  Documentation of Thesis Work in PDF  
ASEMasterThesis\ThesisProject  Thesis Project including Source code  
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